Profile of a Steiner Alumnus

Paul Ransom is the Lead Consultant in Accident and Emergency at Brighton Hospital. He went to Michael Hall from 1967-1978, where he studied French, Music and English for A levels and went on to Cambridge University to do a degree in English and German. He excelled as a classical pianist and trained in performance at Trinity College, London.

He then travelled, working casually in Berlin and Central America. It was when he witnessed the civil war in Nicaragua that he decided to become a doctor and to specialise in emergency work.

Aged 26 Paul came back to England, took science GCSEs, and did a conversion course and medical degree at Manchester University. He was 32 when he qualified.

In addition to his work in Brighton, Paul spends a month a year working for the Halo Trust, a charity which specialises in the removal of landmines. This has taken him to Cambodia, Eritrea, Angola, Afghanistan and many other countries to train local paramedics in how to treat the victims of mine explosions. Paul insists that his involvement with the Halo Trust is “play, not work. I just go to wonderful places, meet lovely people, eat lots of weird things and hear great stories.” He insists, “People always latch on to the Halo Trust as the most important part of my life, but working for the NHS is also immensely rewarding.”

Paul has sent his own children to Michael Hall, and feels that the love and attention that the school always showed to languages and arts is increasingly shown towards science. Does he begrudge the imbalance in the curriculum in his school days? “I used to, but actually I really love the arts as a young person. That was completely me then and I think Steiner education gave the confidence – the bounce – which enabled me to change course and choose medicine.”
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Changes to SWSF and ECSWE offices

Kidbrooke Park, Forest Row

SWSF would like to thank Gorda Uelfer for her 15 years of loyal service and wish her well in her retirement.

Lara Cousins is now working for the Publications Department (Bookshop) as well as the SWSF office. Lara has moved office into the Book Shop (only next door)!

BOOKSHOP

Please take time to look at our website www.steinerwaldorf.org and follow the Bookshop link.

We are holding all prices until 1st April so do make the most of this.

Our new release DVD “The Gift of Learning” is very reasonably priced at just £4. This short film looking at some of the key features of a Steiner school.

Christopher Clouder continues to be based at Kidbrooke Park as a member of the Executive Group, SWSF, CEO of ECSWE and Founding Partner, Alliance for Childhood.
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Natural Disaster Buried Members of the School Vale de Luz

The Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, or Friends in Disguise?

Before Christmas I tried to watch the most classic of all Christmas stories, Alice in Wonderland. Johnny Depp was not the attraction, rather the location, the beautiful Anthony House near Plymouth, which has to be seen to be believed. It was endless. It had no grounds and was curious to see it on screen. I suppose I was looking for the tragedy, for any kind of Lewis Carroll that I could warm to. Even the location was difficult to recognize, the whole thing was too blurred and all sense of subtly and charm contained in the books was missing. In its distant past it did admit that the school had even had a down a rabbit hole and ending up at a Mad Hatter’s Tea Party. But, however, that should not be a modern solid version of reality and conventional catering long before the end.

But within 24 hours there I was again, repeating the whole experience, not with Johnny Depp and co. but glued to a screen, struggling to recognise what should have been familiar landmarks, caught between reality and illusion, expanding and contracting giddily and being grinning at malevolently by any number of virtual cats. The context? Down the rabbit hole of the internet, through the looking glass. In the beginning, there was nothing. The future of childhood, of the committee co-operating with a wide range of adults and agencies, working against forces just as powerful and ominous as those that threaten the natural environment.

We will fight for our children. The Baltic might have to wait.

In the long winter of January, with night time temperatures at minus 20, on the Baltic coast in Jarna, Sweden, delegates from Steiner schools from almost thirty European countries met for three days to move beyond borders and to unite in their common goal to support the European Council for Steiner Waldorf Education (ECWE) from becoming an inspiration to us all and a wonderful example to set for our children.

One of the common and complex issues ECWE is complex. ECWE is heart-warming, a clump of comfort for a wonderfully subtle exchange of experience and ideals. A complex matter to report on and to share. ECWE conference would fill several pages but would probably not include the following examples.

The website of where and good example is now a Steiner Waldorf kindergarten.

SWSF will like to thank the friends of Waldorf Education for making this donation to this very worthwhile project. Simple. For further information about the Waldorf School Vale de Luz is one of these places.

After the time of immediate emergency, will follow the time of reconstruction. Before our Association is diffusing a message to inform our friends and partners and respective authorities to help the families. As we receive the donations, we will invest them in the greatest need.

Please help with your donation, in order to reduce the suffering and misery of affected families around the Waldorf School Vale de Luz.

Thank you very much!

The SWSF have received the following from the Friends of Waldorf Education (Freunde der Waldorfschule):

Friends in Disguise?

In the middle of January, with night temperatures at minus 20, on the Baltic coast in Jarna, Sweden, delegates from Steiner schools from almost thirty European countries met for three days to move beyond borders and to unite in their common goal to support the European Council for Waldorf Education (ECWE).

One of the common and complex issues ECWE is complex. ECWE is heart-warming, a clump of comfort for a wonderfully subtle exchange of experience and ideals. A complex matter to report on and to share. ECWE conference would fill several pages but would probably not include the following examples.

The website of where and good example is now a Steiner Waldorf kindergarten.

SWSF will like to thank the friends of Waldorf Education for making this donation to this very worthwhile project. Simple. For further information about the Waldorf School Vale de Luz is one of these places.

After the time of immediate emergency, will follow the time of reconstruction. Before our Association is diffusing a message to inform our friends and partners and respective authorities to help the families. As we receive the donations, we will invest them in the greatest need.

Please help with your donation, in order to reduce the suffering and misery of affected families around the Waldorf School Vale de Luz.

Thank you very much!
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Please help with your donation, in order to reduce the suffering and misery of affected families around the Waldorf School Vale de Luz.
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